
working with the professional 
development of teachers,  
particular risks and points of  
convergence, and how AIMSSEC 
could support the TT program  
in Cameroon. 
 
Dr Barrie Barnard,  
AIMSSEC Academic Manager 

The official launch of the 
Teacher Training (TT) Pilot  
Project funded by MasterCard 
Foundation took place on  
Monday 23 March 2015 in  
Yaounde, Cameroon.  
 
Officials from the Ministry  
of Secondary Education,  
Ministry of Higher Education, 
Universities of Bamenda, Buea, 

Maroua and Yaounde were invited 
to the launch function as well  
as for a planning workshop that  
followed until 25 March 2015. 
 
AIMSSEC was invited to speak at 
the launch of the TT project. The 
presentation highlighted AIMSSEC’s 
experience over 12 years giving an 
outline of the AIMSSEC model and 
its delivery, lessons learnt in  
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57 students and 15 staff members attended 

Participants at the Program Implementation Planning (PIP) workshop in Cameroon 

On 12 March 2015 AIMSSEC lecturers delivered a 
one-day training programme to Curriculum Support 
Staff (CSS) in Polokwane, Limpopo.  
 
The training was delivered on behalf of Deloitte to 
support raising the quality of teaching and learning 
in English, mathematics and science. The training 
centred on Planning for Learning, a phrase which  
is fast becoming a popular slogan equated to  
improving educational standards in rural South  
Africa. 
 
The CSS will be working very closely with teachers 
in their clusters in the Vhembe and Waterberg  
districts. AIMSSEC is looking forward to strength-
ening the partnership with Deloitte to continue  
its outreach to the most disadvantaged schools.   

Educators reflecting on learning 
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“It was really great to see curriculum support staff, curriculum advisors and FET teachers work 
alongside each other. I felt privileged and grateful that I was part of it all. Thank you so much.”  

- Sinobia Kenny, Lecturer 

On 17 and 18 April 2015 FET educators from the Waterberg 
district in Limpopo were trained on new approaches to  
trigonometry, calculus and probability. AIMSSEC delivered  
the training as a service provider to Deloitte. This was a  
follow up to training done on 12 March 2015. 
 
A planning for learning session, new to the educators in the 
district, was also introduced to facilitate an understanding  
of progression in learning. AIMSSEC promoted deeper under-
standing of mathematical concepts using education resources 
produced and led by Malcolm Swan from the Shell Centre,  
University of Nottingham.  
 
The sessions were thoroughly enjoyed by the participants  
with personal thanks and appreciation given to the individual  
lecturers of AIMSSEC. We look forward to delivering the training 
to the Vhembe district educators in Limpopo! 

The Primary Mathematics Teacher  
Education Community of Practice  
planning meeting was held on 22  
and 23 March 2015 at Muldersdrift in 
Johannesburg. Representatives from 
different universities and Department  
of Education officials were present as 
well as AIMSSEC. The meeting was based 
on the findings of the Initial Teacher 
Education Research Project (ITERP)  
conducted by Zenex foundation;  
mathematics education departments  
of five South African universities  

were the subjects of the research.  
To address challenges, participants 
agreed on setting up a community of 
practice. 

 
The next meeting will be held in  
September 2015 and it will include  
experts in mathematics teacher  
education who will lead on the  
development of teaching material 
across the five strands as stated in  
the Curriculum Assessment Policy  
Statement (CAPS). 

“I appreciated the enthusiasm from the learners.”   
- Iain Carson, TA 

From 18 to 24 March 2015, AIMSSEC inspired learners, teachers and the  
general public to see mathematics in a new way at Scifest Africa. This  
festival is held annually in Grahamstown, Eastern Cape, and is now in  
its nineteenth year. 
 
AIMSSEC joined other high-profile organisations such as SAARMSTE,  
SANSA and even NASA to present a memorable experience of what  
mathematics and science can mean beyond the classroom. Learners  
from all phases took part in a variety of mathematical challenges,  
from code-making and breaking using the binary number system to  
investigating the geometry and physics behind illusions. 
 
During the festival, AIMSSEC forged new relationships with educators,  
exhibitors and district officials from across South Africa, and  
reconnected with a number of alumni from previous AIMSSEC  
residential and distance-learning courses.  

Examples of resources used by primary teachers 

during AIMSSEC residential courses.  

“AIMSSEC is proud to be part of this think tank representing other 
non-governmental institutions that offer in-service training in 

mathematics education.”  - Lindiwe Tshuma, Lecturer 

Engaging with learners 
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Ingrid Mostert and Marie Joubert are the 
main researchers for the South African 
partner of an international research  
project called FaSMEd (which stands for 
Formative Assessment in Science and 
Mathematics Education). This is their 
story of the first nine months of  
working on the project. 
 
We began working on FaSMEd in June 
2014 and spent much of last year  
getting ready for this year.  
 
This story, is about the work covered 
this year; visiting classrooms, observing 
and interviewing teachers and reporting 
on what we saw and found out. 
 
Twenty teachers in nine schools and two 
FET colleges are taking part in the  
project. Most of the schools are in Cape 
Town and one is in Vredendal. The 
schools range from those situated in the 
poorest areas to those in very affluent 
areas. We have visited all the teachers 
in their classrooms twice and in some 
cases three times.  
 
The first visit was to observe an 
‘ordinary’ lesson. We wanted to under-
stand how the teacher usually teaches. 
We saw all sorts of lessons, with some 
whole class teacher explanations, some 
individual learners working and some 
sharing of answers. In most lessons we 
saw homework marking, with some  
examples of learners coming to the 
board to write their homework answers 
on the board. 
 
In subsequent lessons we observed  
research lessons; these are lessons we 
tasked the FaSMEd teachers to teach, 
but adapted for their own  
classroom contexts.  

We were particularly excited that  
eleven teachers chose the same lesson, 
which was on exponents, modified it for 
their own class, and taught it.  
 
We saw eleven very interesting variations 
on a common theme. For example, in 
some classrooms, the teacher gave an 

explicit introduction which extended 
the one that had been written for  
the lesson, in some cases they did 
something completely different and in 
some they did a very shortened version.  
It is important that teachers are  
comfortable with what they do, but  
it is also valuable for them to ‘suspend 
disbelief’ and try something different.  

An active learning approach to teaching exponents 

A traditional approach to exponents 

Collaborative learning 
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Learning together Making connections 

The teachers all told us that they learnt 
something about mathematics teaching 
and themselves through taking part in 
the FaSMEd project. We have developed 
our understanding of the cultural differ-

ences between schools in the Western 
Cape, and this has been fascinating. 
There is still much more to learn!  
We felt honoured and privileged to be  
welcomed into so many classrooms. 

We are always learning more about 
mathematics and the design of mathe-
matics lessons. Our observations of, and 
conversations with, teachers are tools 
within the wider toolkit that is helping 
us to develop and grow as researchers 
and people.  

Preparing a lesson together Justifying answers 

“I learnt a lot from taking part in the project. The card-sorting activity  
allowed me to understand where my learners had difficulties”.  
         - Hanneke de Wet, teacher 

In the research lessons, learners worked 
in pairs or groups of three to match two 
or three sets of cards. Preparing the 
cards was time-consuming (we did this 
for the teachers) but we think it was 

worth it. In all the classes we observed, 
almost all learners were engaged and  
the teachers remarked that the levels  
of engagement were much higher  
than usual.  

The teachers could also observe what 
the learners were doing and use the  
information they gathered to inform 
how they then questioned the learners.  


